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CBA cops
an order
to explain
MICHAEL RODDAN

RISING STARS: Orbitz managing director Jonathan Dwayre and national operations manager Geoff Gatehouse.

LIFT COMPANY DEFINITELY ON THE WAY UP
STEPHANIE BENNETT
ENTREPRENEUR Jonathan
Dwayre was armed with a
van, a credit card, and the
knowledge passed down from
this father when he started his
own company Orbitz Elevators less than three years ago.
Now the Gold Coastbased elevator company has
more than 65 staff, and is
making inroads into a sector
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largely dominated by major
businesses.
Mr Dwayre worked in his
father’s elevator business in
the UK while a teenager and,
when he found himself living
in Queensland in 2014, decided there was enough demand to start his own.
“I had a lot of knowledge
and experience of what the
pain points in the industry
were,” he said. “Ninety per

cent of the industry is dominated by big players, so it’s a
difficult market to penetrate.
“I think the key is to find a
niche you can service, whatever industry you are in.”
Mr Dwayre said the company has clients ranging from
mum-and-dad businesses, to
Tier 1 companies and councils, and utilises high-quality
imported supplies and technology.

“We’re focused on installation, maintenance, and
modernisation,” he said.
Orbitz Elevators has offices across the country, and
even a team of 12 based in
Port Moresby.
It is a finalist in this year’s
Telstra Queensland Business
Awards. News Corp, publisher of The Courier-Mail, is
the media partner for the
awards.

THE Commonwealth Bank
has been told to provide a written explanation to the financial
services royal commission as to
why there was a delay in tendering documents of interest.
Commonwealth Bank barrister Charles Scerri yesterday
said the bank had discovered
new documents overnight on
Thursday that revealed further
misconduct of a bad banker.
Mr Scerri then clarified that
the bank’s legal team had had
possession of the documents
for more than a month.
Mr Hayne demanded a
written explanation from the
bank explaining the delay.
Mr Scerri opened the hearing by telling the commission
CBA lawyers “discovered” the
documents on Thursday when
the bank was searching for the
performance review of a Bankwest bank manager.
The commission heard earlier this week that the manager,

whose name has been suppressed, had been inflating
property valuations to meet
lending targets and gain
bonuses.
The
new
documents
showed he had also kept inaccurate information in his files,
engaged in “misselling” –
where financial products and
services are sold to consumers
for whom they are not suitable
– and fudged numbers to garner bonuses.
On Thursday, the commission had heard the “champion”
bank manager at CBA subsidiary Bankwest – whose targetbeating lending won him a trip
to Hayman Island – later left
the company after he was
found to have allegedly overvalued loans.
The commission yesterday
heard the banker gave two unconditional letters of finance
approval when the loans had
not actually been approved
and, other times, gave verbal
commitments for finance.

